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A Set of Time-and-Frequency-Localized
Short-Duration Speech-Like Stimuli for
Assessing Hearing-Aid Performance via
Cortical Auditory-Evoked Potentials

Michael A. Stone1,2 , Anisa Visram1,2, James M. Harte3, and
Kevin J. Munro1,2

Abstract

Short-duration speech-like stimuli, for example, excised from running speech, can be used in the clinical setting to assess the

integrity of the human auditory pathway at the level of the cortex. Modeling of the cochlear response to these stimuli

demonstrated an imprecision in the location of the spectrotemporal energy, giving rise to uncertainty as to what and when

of a stimulus caused any evoked electrophysiological response. This article reports the development and assessment of four

short-duration, limited-bandwidth stimuli centered at low, mid, mid-high, and high frequencies, suitable for free-field delivery

and, in addition, reproduction via hearing aids. The durations were determined by the British Society of Audiology recom-

mended procedure for measuring Cortical Auditory-Evoked Potentials. The levels and bandwidths were chosen via a

computational model to produce uniform cochlear excitation over a width exceeding that likely in a worst-case hearing-

impaired listener. These parameters produce robustness against errors in insertion gains, and variation in frequency

responses, due to transducer imperfections, room modes, and age-related variation in meatal resonances. The parameter

choice predicts large spectral separation between adjacent stimuli on the cochlea. Analysis of the signals processed by

examples of recent digital hearing aids mostly show similar levels of gain applied to each stimulus, independent of whether

the stimulus was presented in isolation, bursts, continuous, or embedded in continuous speech. These stimuli seem to be

suitable for measuring hearing-aided Cortical Auditory-Evoked Potentials and have the potential to be of benefit in the

clinical setting.
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Introduction

Electric potentials can be recorded from the mammalian

scalp in response to the presentation of acoustic signals.

Due to the remoteness of the sites of generation from the

sites of the electrodes, the potentials reflect the summa-

tion of neural activity generated in various stages in the

auditory pathway, as the activity ascends from periphery

to cortex (Burkard, Don, & Eggermont, 2006; Picton,

2011; Wunderlich & Cone-Wesson, 2006).
Evoked potentials can be used with relative ease in the

clinic to establish estimates of auditory threshold in

hard-to-test populations and hence can also be further

used to prescribe hearing aid gains and verify subsequent

audibility. The short-latency auditory brainstem
response (ABR) has found much use in the clinic because
it has a more reliable morphology than other responses
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and is unaffected by state of attention or arousal.
However, ABRs, as their name suggests, do not provide
evidence of a signal having ascended the full auditory
pathway to the cortex. Alternatively, another low-
latency response, the auditory steady-state response
(ASSR) is generated from multiple loci along the audi-
tory pathway. The influence of these higher loci, which
do not include the cortex, can be mitigated by use of
stimulus repetition rates of typically 80 to 90Hz. With
these high repetition rates, the low-pass nature of the
ascending stages of the auditory pathway ensure that
the overall response, like that of the ABR, is also dom-
inated by generators in the brainstem.

The testing of activity higher up the auditory pathway
requires measurement of the long-latency response. This
response, with the longest delay relative to the presenta-
tion of the stimulus, mainly reflects activity in the pri-
mary and secondary cortex, the final destination of the
evoked activity (other areas do also contribute, Stapells,
2002). Interest in this long-latency response, the Cortical
Auditory-Evoked Potential (CAEP) as a clinical mea-
sure has varied over the years due to some disadvantages
(Lightfoot & Kennedy, 2006; Wunderlich & Cone-
Wesson, 2006), such as its morphology changing with
age of the participant (Cone-Wesson & Wunderlich,
2003). Like the ABR and ASSR, CAEP responses are
obligatory and so require no active response by the
patient. Unlike the ABR and high-stimulus rate ASSR,
the CAEP is modulated by the state of awareness of the
participant. However, the CAEP does have several desir-
able properties for clinical applications:

1. It produces a large potential relative to the recording
noise, hence short measuring time;

2. For short-duration stimuli (<100ms), it is mostly
produced by the onset of the stimulus (first 30ms)
(Picton, 2011; Wunderlich & Cone-Wesson, 2006),
again contributing to clinically viable testing times;

3. The response reflects a change in the perceptible audi-
tory world (Picton, 2011), indicative of an intact audi-
tory pathway and, depending on stimulus, correlates
with perception (Rance, Cone-Wesson, Wunderlich,
& Dowell, 2002); and

4. Shorter duration signals (100ms) produce larger
CAEPs than longer duration (500ms) (Agung,
Purdy, McMahon, & Newall, 2006).

The CAEP is therefore a potential tool for verifying
audibility in populations unable, or unwilling, to provide
behavioral data (Hyde, 1997). Infants of developmental
age less than 8 to 9 months form one candidate popula-
tion since their poorly developed motor skills mean that
they cannot give voluntary responses. For example, in
England, hearing-impaired infants are on average fitted
with a hearing aid by 82 days postpartum

(Wood, Sutton, & Davis, 2015). This early diagnosis
and remediation creates a need for verification of resto-
ration of speech perception via the hearing aid. There
have long been suggestions and reports of the use of
CAEPs in the fitting of hearing prostheses (Cone-
Wesson & Wunderlich, 2003; Korczak, Kurtzberg, &
Stapells, 2005). Several reports in the literature used a
short-duration speech-related stimulus as the acoustic
stimulus for the measurement of CAEPs, to verify phys-
iological detection of the stimuli, but not necessarily the
validation of match-to-amplified targets. One rationale
has been to use stimuli whose spectral distribution of
energy show peaks at different frequencies, (Carter,
Golding, Dillon, & Seymour, 2010; Pearce, Golding, &
Dillon, 2007; Van Dun, Carter, & Dillon, 2012; Zhang
et al., 2014). An alternative rationale for the use of
speech-related stimuli is in the investigation of the ability
to discriminate between speech features, for example fre-
quency content (Agung et al., 2006), consonant–vowel
transitions (Tremblay, Billings, Friesen, & Souza, 2006;
Tremblay, Kalstein, Billings, & Souza, 2006) or voicing,
place, and manner (Kuruvilla-Mathew, Purdy, & Welch,
2015), but those reports examined higher level speech-
feature extraction rather than verification of hearing aid
fitting, the latter being the original inspiration of this
article. Speech appears to be a preferred stimulus for
CAEP measures, because of its real-world applicability,
but in comparisons between speech-tokens or tone-
bursts as stimuli on a pediatric population, no particular
preference was demonstrated in terms of efficacy of
obtaining a response (Cone & Whittaker, 2013). More
recent data by Bardy, Van Dun, and Dillon (2015) sup-
port use of stimuli broader in bandwidth than a pure
tone to produce more reliable detections.

The HEARLabTM system (described in Munro,
Purdy, Ahmed, Begum, & Dillon, 2011) is currently the
only commercially available clinical test equipment for
automated assessment of aided CAEPs and uses speech
tokens for its stimuli. The stimuli are presented from a
single calibrated loudspeaker sited in the free field in
front of the participant. Stimuli are typically presented
in blocks of 25 at the rate of 0.9/s, a rate used when
collecting infant CAEPs using short-duration stimuli
(e.g., Munro et al., 2011; Van Dun et al., 2012). A
simple three-electrode montage is used for recording.
Postprocessing of the recorded responses is used to gen-
erate an average waveform as well as a probability that a
response was present. Typically about 80 to 100 presen-
tations are necessary, producing a testing time similar to
that required for short-latency responses, hence the
attractiveness for clinical use. The use of an automated
detection process, the Hotelling T2 test, removes the
uncertainty in subjective determination of responses
that would arise from the different morphology of
the waveforms due either to age or participant
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(Carter et al., 2010). The stimuli supplied with the equip-

ment have been excised from running speech and are

labeled, /m/, /g/, /t/, and /s/, each token label reflecting
the approximate spectral locus of the main energy peak

of the particular stimuli. These stimuli have been postfil-

tered to reduce their spectral extent compared to their
original production. In addition, the requirement for a

short-duration stimulus, so as not to temporally smear

the CAEP, means that these, as with other stimuli simi-

larly reported, have been truncated in duration compared
to those durations commonly encountered in conversa-

tional speech. We argue that such modified stimuli are

“speech like,” but not necessarily speech. When com-

pared to synthetic stimuli, their broader spectral extent
as well as possible spectrotemporal contamination due to

coarticulation effects, means that there is uncertainty as

to the “what?” and the “when?” of the stimulus produced

any evoked response.
In the context of a clinical measure of hearing aid

fitting and performance in the acoustic free field, here

we propose and assess the suitability of four new short-
duration stimuli that are speech-like and are constrained

in spectrotemporal extent. Bardy et al. (2015) showed

that spectrally broader (one-octave), multitone stimuli

produced a CAEP response detected more reliably
than that elicited by pure tones in adults with normal-

hearing. Hence the proposed two lower frequency stim-

uli are composed of multitone harmonic complexes.

Since the two higher frequency stimuli overlap the fre-
quency region where frication is dominant in speech,

these two stimuli are comprised of inharmonic com-

plexes, and hence are more noise-like. As all four stimuli
are more frequency-specific than other speech tokens

used in CAEP detection, we argue that they are better-

suited for assessing the performance of the complete

auditory pathway (from aid, via cochlea, and then
neural transmission to the cortex) in targeted frequency

ranges. They have also been designed to be robust

against commonly encountered experimental deficien-

cies. In the remainder of the article, we report the
design rationales that were used in the creation of the

stimuli, report details of their computational generation,

compare their free-field spectra and “erbograms” (a per-

ceptual spectrogram) to those of excised real speech, and
consider the effect of age-related changes in meatal

length on the resulting cochlear excitation. After consid-

ering the statistical distribution of the levels of speech in

different time windows and frequency bands to deter-
mine the necessary presentation levels, we provide

some real-world validation by reporting two sets of

proof-of-concept CAEP responses demonstrating that
the stimuli perform as expected and finally assess the

effects on the stimuli of the adaptive signal processing

in four hearing aids.

Design Rationales

The verification of hearing aid insertion gains, and hence
audibility, in many brands of clinically based hearing-aid
assessment equipment is performed using the
International Speech Test Signal (ISTS; Holube,
Fredelake, Vlaming, & Kollmeier, 2010), a recom-
mended reference signal for measuring real ear responses
and verifying hearing aid fittings (British Society of
Audiology, 2018). Although other presentation levels
can be used, a reference level of 65 dB SPL (a slightly
lower level than “raised speech,” as defined by American
National Standards Institute, 1997) is commonly used.
Our overall goal was therefore to design narrowband
stimuli suitable for the verification of prescribed inser-
tion gains whose individual presentation levels would be
the same as that measured in the same bandwidth of the
ISTS long-term spectrum. For reasons to be described,
their spectral shape does not follow that of the ISTS
spectrum over their bandwidth. Therefore collectively,
their spectra and relative levels are a stepwise approxi-
mation to the ISTS spectrum.

In addition to the stepwise spectral approximation,
we set the following requirements:

1. The minimum frequency span of the stimuli should
cover the bandwidth 400 to 4500Hz, which contrib-
utes the bulk of the articulation, as modelled by the
Speech Intelligibility Index (SII, see Table I of
American National Standards Institute, 1997). This
span is easily deliverable with modern hearing aids
into the auditory meatus and verifiable using real-
ear measurements. Three of the four signals lie
within this frequency range. However, recent reports
suggest that children with hearing impairment achieve
multiple benefits from extending hearing aid band-
width beyond 4 to 5 kHz (Brennan et al., 2014;
Pittman, 2008; Stelmachowicz, Pittman, Hoover,
Lewis, & Moeller, 2004). Very recent hearing aids
demonstrate power bandwidths up to 10 kHz, so a
fourth, high-frequency signal is included for purposes
of future-proofing.

2. The frequency span should cover the same range over
which a reasonable estimate of absolute threshold can
be obtained by the ABR or ASSR, typically from
above 500 to 8000Hz. The bandwidth requirement
is intended so that threshold estimates are comparable
between the different techniques.

3. The stimuli should have a single onset and a single
offset, each colocated in time across all frequency
components contained within the stimuli.

4. The signals should not be so narrowband that their
level is greatly modified by any of (a) a nonflat fre-
quency response of the delivery transducer, (b)
absorption by room modes (when using [pseudo-]
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free- or diffuse-field delivery), and (c) differences in
meatal resonances due to the age of the participant. In
addition, the bandwidth should be greater than the
likely bandwidth of impaired (but functioning) audi-
tory filters, typically a factor of three compared to
normal widths (Moore, 1995).

5. The stimuli should produce a near-flat excitation pat-
tern on the cochlea of a healthy auditory system so as
to exercise the neural connections to a similar degree
across the frequency span of the stimulus.

6. There needs to be confidence that any evoked
response is produced from neural activity generated
by cochlear regions close to the frequency span of the
stimulus components. Therefore, the cochlear excita-
tion of each stimulus should overlap only at a low
level with adjacent stimuli. If there are errors in trans-
ducer amplification, or errors in estimate of auditory
threshold, then the resulting unwanted spread of exci-
tation will cause stimulation of an adjacent frequency
region at a level insufficient, or unlikely, to be a major
contributor to an evoked potential.

7. Synthetic stimuli can be crafted so that their onsets
and offsets can be modulated (gated) to constrain the
“spectral splatter” and consequently reduce the spec-
tral extent of the neural activity of the cochlea con-
tributing to the neural response. Some excised stimuli
from real speech tokens used in CAEP testing have
been observed to lack any gating.

8. In addition, the stimuli should take into account the
recommended procedure produced by the British
Society of Audiology for testing CAEPs (British
Society of Audiology, 2016), which reflect current
best practice in duration and rise times to reduce tem-
poral smearing of the CAEP response. The short-
duration requirement excludes the use of low rate
(<100Hz) modulation in the signal envelope.
Higher rate modulations are acceptable and may be
present due to intermodulation between tonal
components.

Generation of the Synthetic Stimuli

Alongside the theoretical design rationale detailed earli-
er, a practical guideline was to generate stimuli similar in
frequency location to those supplied with HEARLabTM

so as to build on recent experience of assessing audibility
in an aided pediatric population (Van Dun et al., 2012).
The spectral centers of energy for these stimuli are in a
low-, mid-, mid-high-, and high-frequency band (addi-
tional design constraints, described later, mean that it is
only practical to define four stimuli in the audio band-
width of human hearing, further justification for
referencing to the HEARLab choices). The loci of
these energy centers approximate to the energy centres
of /m/, /g/, /t/, and/s/, respectively. As will be shown

later, real-world examples of the loci of these phonemes
are not specific in frequency or time. Mirroring these
phonemic descriptions, we designed the two lower fre-
quency stimuli to comprise harmonic complexes, and so
be tonal in nature, while the mid-high and high-
frequency stimuli were comprised of a closely spaced
inharmonic complex (16 components per auditory filter
of a health adult, ERBN, Glasberg &Moore, 1990), so as
to form (pseudo-) noise bands. The fundamental fre-
quency of the harmonic stimuli was 140Hz, nearly
midway between that of adult male and female speech
(106 and 170Hz, respectively, Titze, 1989), but suffi-
ciently low that even the low-frequency stimulus would
comprise multiple harmonics within the stimulus band-
width, reducing the effect of loudspeaker or room modes
producing substantial departures from the intended pre-
sentation level. The period in digital samples of a single
cycle at 140Hz also has the advantage of being an inte-
ger, or small-integer-ratio divisor of the common audio
sampling frequencies (32k, 44.1k, and 48k samples/s),
hence the ability to make infinitely repeating sequences
from short samples.

The initial design intended that each signal produced
a mean target excitation level of 50 dB/ERBN, the level
up to which healthy human cochlear filters do not
appear to exhibit any variation of bandwidth with level
(Glasberg & Moore, 1990). The spectral shape of the
signal components was based on a uniformly exciting
noise (UEN; Moore & Glasberg, 2000) whose spectrum
produced equal excitation in each auditory filter of a
healthy adult (ERBN), after correction for transmission
from presentation in a diffuse acoustic field and passing
through the healthy middle ear to the cochlea. The phys-
ical bandwidth used for each stimulus was either a min-
imum of two thirds of an octave or widened until it
produced a cochlear excitation of a minimum of
4-ERBN. In loudness modeling, for impaired cochleae,
auditory filters are assumed to reach a maximum broad-
ening of 3.8-ERBN, by which stage the cochlear gain
produced by the Outer Hair Cells is assumed to have
disappeared (Moore & Glasberg, 2004). The excitation
bandwidth therefore just exceeds the worst-case band-
width of a single impaired auditory filter. An additional
constraint was that the cross-over of adjacent excitation
patterns was 30 dB less than the peak excitation, in order
to ensure a large degree of spectral separation. For the
low-frequency stimulus, the two-thirds octave band-
width constraint would have meant the use of only two
harmonics, otherwise the fundamental frequency, f0,
would have to be reduced to unrealistically low values.
A signal with only two harmonics would be more sus-
ceptible to level variations from loudspeaker imperfec-
tions and room modes as well as occupying only just
over 3-ERBN of cochlear bandwidth. A compromise
was therefore necessary, so an extra harmonic was
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included, 280Hz, at the lower edge of the band, and the
lower edge of the range of frequencies amplified by the
current generation of hearing aids.

The software “excit2005” (described in Moore,
Glasberg, and Baer, 1997) was used to iteratively gener-
ate excitation patterns until the requirements for band-
width and relative excitation level were met. Figure 1
shows the resulting patterns and represent the ideal esti-
mated excitation of the cochlea due to the presence of a
long-duration (several hundredms) signal. Since the two
lower frequency stimuli comprise harmonic tones, the
peaks of the excitation patterns have a ripple, especially
for the low-frequency signal. To calculate and compare
excitation bandwidths across all stimuli, UEN bands
were used to generate excitation patterns with the same
width at the –3 dB points as for the harmonic versions.

The design parameters for the stimuli are given in
Table 1, with the bandwidth comparison of the physical,
noise-band equivalent UEN given inHz, and the excita-
tion spread in octaves and units of ERBN. The

expression of the physical stimulus bandwidth as a
noise band permits equating the stimulus level to the
band power found in an average speech spectrum such
as the long-term average speech spectrum (LTASS,
Byrne et al., 1994; Moore, Stone, Füllgrabe, Glasberg,
& Puria, 2008). Hearing aid test equipment is more com-
monly supplied with the female-talker ISTS signal
(Holube et al., 2010), whose LTASS is matched to the
LTASS of Byrne et al. (1994). The relative bandpowers
have been calculated relative to this reference spectrum
and are given in the final line of Table 1. To enable
independent synthesis of these signals, the component
frequencies and relative component levels are detailed
in Table 1 of the Supplementary Material.

At first sight, for a reference speech level of 65 dB
SPL, the relative bandpowers are very low for the mid-
high and high-frequency stimuli, around 40 to 45 dB
SPL. These levels represent a part of the speech dynamic
range that, for speech presented at 65 dB SPL, would be
expected to be amplified to audibility through a well-

Figure 1. Excitation patterns as calculated for long-term versions of the stimuli, for a target excitation level of 50 dB. From left to right in
the panel, the stimuli are the synthetic /m/, /g/, /t/, and /s/ (red, green, cyan, and blue, respectively).

Table 1. Bandwidths of the Proposed Signals as a Function of Signal Parameters.

Stimulus band Low Mid Mid-High High

Harmonic numbers @ f0¼140 Hz 2–4 8–13 NA NA

UEN-equivalent bandwidth (Hz) 240–611 1,084–1,717 2,828–4,468 7,141–11,362

UEN-excitation –3 dB bandwidth

Octaves 1.35 0.72 0.69 0.70

ERBN 5.5 4.0 4.2 4.4

Relative band power of stimulus compared to

full bandwidth, ISTS spectrum (dB)

–2.7 –14.5 –20.6 –21.9

Note. The UEN-equivalent bandwidth is the bandwidth of the rectangularly windowed UEN spectrum that produces the same excitation as the harmonic

stimuli, measured at the –3 dB points. The final line gives the relative bandpower of the ISTS spectrum contained within the UEN-equivalent bandwidth. For

a 65 dB SPL ISTS signal, the band powers would consequently be 62.3, 50.5, 44.4, and 43.1 dB SPL for the low-, mid-, mid-high, and high-frequency stimuli,

respectively. The component frequencies and relative component levels are detailed in Table 1 of the Supplementary Material. NA¼ not applicable;

UEN¼ uniformly exciting noise; ISTS¼ International Speech Test Signal.
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fitted hearing aid, at least for a mild to moderate degree
of loss (Keidser, Dillon, Flax, Ching, & Brewer, 2011;

Moore, Glasberg, & Stone, 2010; Seewald, Moodie,
Scollie, & Bagatto, 2005). The need for a possible refine-
ment of choice of presentation level is discussed in a later
section.

Spectrotemporal Comparisons of

Short-Duration Speech-Like and

Synthetic Stimuli

The input to the excitation pattern software operates

from spectral power densities and so makes no assump-
tion about the duration of the signal. CAEP signals are
commonly of short duration. Consequently, the onsets

and offsets of the stimuli will generate modulation and
widen the resulting excitation from the ideal. To make
comparisons between speech-like CAEP stimuli and the
new stimuli, short-duration versions of the new stimuli

were generated, given cosine-squared ramps at onset and
offset, and analyzed for their spectrotemporal content.
Following the British Society of Audiology (2016) guide-
lines, the rise time, and half-amplitude-duration times, of

the pip versions of the stimuli were, 20 and 80ms for the
low-frequency signal, and 10 and 70ms for the remain-
ing three signals. This equates to the same duration

(60ms) of the steady-state portion for each signal, but
a proportionately longer rise time for the low-frequency
signal in order to maintain a perceptually narrow band-
width of “spectral splatter” due to the stimulus onset

and offset.
We assembled three sets of short-duration real speech

stimuli, alongside the new stimuli, to make a total of
four sets. The first set comprised examples of speech
tokens excised from running female speech, adjusted in
duration and spectral content to avoid gross intrusion of

adjacent vowels, as used in the HEARLab system. A
second set was the synthetic stimuli described earlier.

The final sets were generated by excising speech
tokens from two different corpora of speech recordings:
one being running male speech recorded for the analysis
contained in Moore et al. (2008) and the other being a

male speaker of British English pronouncing examples
of vowel-consonant-vowels (VCV), where the vowel (V)
was /a/.

The durations of the first set were not adjusted for
this analysis since they came from the HEARLab CAEP
test set. The sets generated by excision were chosen to

provide some variety from the HEARLab set in both
speaker type and speaking style, and involved locating
and waveform editing to extract consonants with the
same phonemic label as the HEARLab stimuli. These

last two sets were constructed with the durations and
rise times outlined earlier for the new stimuli.

Consequently, even for well-articulated consonants in
the /a/C/a/ context, the stimulus duration was sometimes
too long to capture just the consonant, so some leakage
from the surrounding vowel occurred.

Figure 2 shows the resulting excitation patterns for
the different stimulus sources, but separated to one
source per panel. For each panel, the low-frequency
stimulus from each set (plotted in red) was normalized
to 65 dB SPL, and the other three stimuli from the same
set analyzed with the same relative levels, otherwise
unadjusted from the original recordings. The running
female speech shows increases in the peak level with fre-
quency of the separate stimuli. The male speech tends to
show either flatter, or decreasing, level with increasing
frequency. Disturbingly, from the perspective of using
speech tokens for frequency-specific CAEP testing,
there are several cases where, within a single stimulus,
there is no distinct peak that is more prominent in fre-
quency than any other. This is especially noticeable in

Figure 2. Cochlear excitation patterns averaged over each
stimulus duration, for the low- (/m/, red line), mid- (/g/, green line),
mid-high (/t/, cyan line), and high- (/s/, blue line) frequency stimuli
compared as a function of stimulus source. The bottom row
contains those stimuli excised from male VCV, the second row up
contains those excised from male running speech, the third row up
contains those excised from the synthetic stimuli, and the topmost
row contains the tokens excised from female running speech.
Within each panel, the level of the low-frequency stimulus was 65
dB SPL, and the remaining three stimuli are plotted at their
intended presentation level relative to the low-frequency signal.
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the set produced from running male speech, but also

seen with those from the male VCV stimuli.
Figure 3 shows the erbograms of the stimuli, on a

time–frequency scale. For these plots, the darker the

shading, the greater is the activity. An erbogram is sim-

ilar in construct to a spectrogram, but the frequency

analysis is performed by first taking into account the

transfer in sound pressure from the free field to the

cochlea, followed by frequency analysis performed by

a level-independent auditory filterbank using fourth-

order gammatone filters (Patterson et al., 1992). The

erbogram therefore shows the evolution of cochlear exci-

tation over time in response to a stimulus. The resulting

patterns are consequently more indicative of the percep-

tual relevance of a signal than those produced by a spec-

trogram. In each subplot of Figure 3, the grayscale has

been normalized so that the least intense level (white), is

reached when the signal is more than 30 dB below the

peak level (black). Each column compares a different

stimulus, as labeled at the top of the column. From

bottom to top, each row represents stimuli from male

VCV, male running speech, the synthetic stimuli, and the

female running speech.
Even ignoring the pitch-period modulations, there are

several stimuli where there is a secondary onset partway

through, and possibly occurring in a different frequency

region, for example, low frequency for both female and

male running speech, mid frequency for male running

speech, and male-produced VCV. The spectral-

excitation only plots of Figures 1 and 2 only show the

temporal integration of the power throughout the dura-

tion of the stimulus. They do not distinguish between

long-duration constant level features and short duration

intense features occurring at any time during the stimu-

lus. The peak level of these shorter duration secondary

onsets, relative to the primary onsets, is therefore under-

estimated when viewed with no temporal axis. Since the

CAEP for short stimuli represents a response to the

onset of a stimulus (Picton, 2011; Wunderlich & Cone-

Wesson, 2006), the presence of multiple onsets could

produce an ambiguity as to which high-energy locus

was responsible for triggering a detected CAEP.

Figure 3. Erbogram representations of cochlear activity as a function of time, in columns from left to right for the low-, mid-, mid-high,
and high-frequency stimuli compared as a function of stimulus source. The ordering of the stimuli source by row is the same as for Figure 2.
The grayscale is normalized for each panel to cover a range of 30 dB, from black (most intense) to white (least intense). The ordering of
the stimuli source by row is the same as for Figures 2 and 3.
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Effects of Age-Related Changes in Meatal

Resonance

As the infant pinna and meatus grow, the acoustics, and
hence resonances (and anti-resonances) move in frequen-
cy. Keefe, Bulen, Campbell, and Burns (1994) measured
the transfer function of a signal from a diffuse field to a
probe microphone in the meatus of infants as a function
of age, primarily 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months. By 24
months, the pinna and meatal sizes were still not that
of a fully grown adult, although the bulk of the variation
had been achieved. At least for age 1 to 12 months, the
majority of the variation was the downward drift in fre-
quency of a double resonance starting around 4.5 and
5.5 kHz, and ending up around 2.8 and 4.5 kHz, close to
that apparent in the same transfer function for adults
specified in American National Standards Institute
(2007).

Table II of Keefe et al. (1994) reported the one-third
octave bands in which there was a significant change in
meatal response with age. The majority of the changes
occurred in bands centered on 2 kHz and above.
Although lower frequency sections also change with
age, the variation was not so drastic. Using the figures
given in Figure 7 of Keefe et al. (1994), the standard
adult diffuse field correction used in the excit2005 soft-
ware (Moore et al., 1997) was reduced in level by the
response of the double resonance of the 24-month-old
and replaced with that of the double resonance of a 1-
month-old. This approximates the maximum change
likely to be seen in the transfer function with age, for
frequencies exceeding 2 kHz. For the synthetic stimuli
reported here, this is only likely to affect our mid-high
and high-frequency stimuli. For purposes of compari-
son, the 1-month and adult-aged excitation pattern
responses are plotted in Figure 4. The main changes in
the patterns for the 1-month-old are the reduced level
between 2 and 4.5 kHz, with an increase for components
at frequencies exceeding about 4.5 kHz. For the broader
band, speech-originated stimuli, the excitation peak
moves upward in frequency. For the synthetic stimuli,
although there is a reduction in overall stimulation, the
center of gravity remains in-band to that of the adult
response. The greatest reductions occur in the 2.5 to
3.5 kHz region. The mid-high frequency stimulus from
running male and female speech appears to suffer the
most drastic change since the excitation undergoes a
near 1-octave shift (from 2–3 kHz to 5–6 kHz), leading
to increased risk of a response from a spurious peak.

Overall, even for the most extreme change in meatal
shape with age (from 1 month to adult), the changes in
cochlear excitation are only seen in the two highest fre-
quency stimuli. For the speech-like stimuli with a broad
bandwidth, the potential exists for these changes to alter
the location of the spectral peak, reducing the confidence

in the what and the when of the stimulus produced any

observed cortical response.

Choice of Presentation Levels Across

Stimuli for Validation of Hearing Aid

Fitting

The common prescription formulae for hearing aids

specify a gain as a function of frequency that is to be

achieved when presented with a speech or speech-

spectrum signal at a reference level, typically 50, 65, or

80 dB SPL. The last line of Table 1 references the neces-

sary free-field relative presentation levels of the synthetic

stimuli so that they have the same power as the mean

power of the relevant bandwidth in a full bandwidth

ISTS spectrum. These relative levels, declining with

increasing frequency, greatly differ from the levels used

for delivery of the equivalent stimuli by the HEARLab

system. The presentation levels of the stimuli in

HEARLab are measured using an impulse-weighted

filter (I-weighting, incorporating a 35-ms time constant)

and are set to the same level as for the mean level of the

running speech from which the token was excised.

Figure 4. Similar to Figure 2, cochlear excitation patterns aver-
aged over each stimulus duration, for the two higher frequency
stimuli compared as a function of age, and hence average size of
concha and meatus. Lighter colored lines are for adults and darker
colored lines for 1-month-old infants.
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For all except the low-frequency synthetic stimulus, the
differences between the synthetic and the HEARLab

stimuli therefore exceed 14 dB. Possible explanations
for this difference could be due to either the difference

in measurement used between HEARLab (I-weighting)
and our signals (root mean square [RMS] of the full-

power, i.e., nonramped, portion) or the duration (30–
50ms in HEARLab and 60–70ms in our stimuli).

Since speech is a “peaky” signal (large crest factor), its
variation is not properly captured by the specification of

a mean spectrum. A more detailed analysis of the statis-
tical variation of speech levels at two timescales, 10- and

125-ms duration windows, was reported in Moore et al.
(2008). Briefly, they bandpass filtered excerpts of narra-
tive speech into 2-ERBN widths and generated cumula-

tive histograms of the RMS level in overlapping
windows of predetermined duration. The cumulative his-

tograms were then plotted across frequency at pre-
decided contours of interest, such as at 80%, 50%,

20%, 10%, 5%, 2%, and 1%. These contours were
labeled “Exceedances” since they defined the rate of

occurrence, relative to the mean level, for which the
level in a particular window duration exceeded that con-
tour. Independent of the two timescales, 125 and 10ms,

the mean level of a speech signal was determined by
approximately 10% to 20% of the measurement time-

frames, that is, a relatively modest frequency of
occurrence.

Here, the interest is in the discrepant level difference
between the HEARLab stimuli and the proposed stim-

uli. Are the higher relative levels of the HEARLab stim-
uli representative of real speech? Since the relative levels

of the HEARLab /g/, /t/, and /s/ signals were higher

than the 1-% exceedance levels previously reported,
exceedance values were recalculated to ignore the

higher exceedance percentages and concentrate on the
lower percentages, especially below 1%. To obtain a
more reliable estimate of the sub -1% levels, the data

set on which the Moore et al. (2008) figures were gener-
ated was expanded using additional recordings to
increase the total number of talkers to 18 (10 males

and 8 females, previously 6 and 8, respectively), and
reanalyzed for a narrower range of exceedance levels
from previously. The additional recordings were avail-

able from a data set recorded under very similar condi-
tions to those used in Moore et al. (2008). Collectively,
the recordings represent in excess of 1,000 s of narrative

speech. To address a possible reason for the difference in
level measurements between the two sets of stimuli aris-
ing due to the timescales of the level measurements, a
shorter time window for calculating exceedances than

used previously was also included.
Exceedances calculated at three different timescales

and including sub -1% levels are shown in Figure 5.
Durations of 125 and 10ms, as previously, are shown
in the left-hand and middle panels, but additionally, at

sample duration (for a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz) in the
right-hand panel. So as to provide greater clarity at the
very low exceedance rates, the data were averaged across

both male and female talkers. Of interest across all three
panels is that, for exceedance rates between 1% and 5%,
the level is remarkably constant both across frequency

and window duration, for example, for 1% exceedance,
at around 11 to 13 dB relative to channel mean. It is only
for exceedances below 1% that a marked variation with

window duration starts to become apparent; even then it

Figure 5. Exceedances for speech prose, as described in Moore et al. (2008), generated at three timescales, 125-ms (left panel), 10-ms
(middle panel) and sample duration (at 44.1 kHz, right panel), and for very low exceedance rates. Within each 2-ERBn-wide channel
spanning the audio frequency range, the levels within in a predetermined time window are measured and formed into a histogram as a
function of level. Each red line shows the level relative to channel RMS for which the signal in a channel exceeds a certain percentage of the
time windows. The data represent the cumulative statistics of over 1,000 s of narrative speech. See text for further details.
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is only around 4 dB different at 0.01% for 125 and 10ms

duration windows. It is primarily the sample-duration

window that shows a much greater difference from the

other two window durations at these very low exceed-

ance rates.
Irrespective of window duration and possible con-

found with measurement method (impulse or RMS),

levels 14 to 20 dB above mean level (the 0-dB line in

each panel) occur only relatively infrequently, less than

0.5% of the time. Eliciting a cortical response with a

stimulus level that occurs this infrequently in running

speech therefore does not necessarily validate the audi-

bility of a range of speech levels that is typically required

to obtaining good representation of the articulations

(American National Standards Institute, 1997).
We propose that the intended presentation levels for

the new stimuli should be the same level as the band-

power from the ISTS signal at the reference level used

for the hearing aid gain prescription since they are

more representative of the statistical distribution of

levels found in speech. Differences in analysis window

duration do not appear to be the reason for the differ-

ence between HEARLab presentation levels and those

for our stimuli. In addition, analysis of the speech

excerpts show that narrowband signals rarely achieve

anywhere near the mean full-bandwidth speech level

except either at a very low frequency of occurrence,

or at audio frequencies occupied by low-frequency

test stimulus.
However, for more severe losses, it is common for

either the gain prescription algorithm, or the hearing

aid wearer, to request the gain to be reduced (Keidser,

Dillon, Carter, & O’Brien, 2012; Moore, 2012), especial-

ly at high frequencies in the case of typical presbyacusic

losses. Therefore, the theoretical presentation levels

detailed in Table 1 may be insufficient if the prescription

algorithm does not intend to amplify the mean band

level to audibility, other than at very high speech levels.
An additional factor for determining the required pre-

sentation level is that in order to achieve an 80-% prob-

ability of detection of a CAEP response, (pure-tone)

signals need to be presented at about 6.5 dB above abso-

lute threshold (Lightfoot & Kennedy, 2006).
In summary, the use of CAEPs in a clinical setting to

verify audibility via hearing aids may therefore need to

refine the theoretical presentation levels based on the

minimum level expected to elicit a response. This mini-

mum level is a complex mix of speech statistics, hearing

aid prescription formulae, subjectively driven fine

tuning, stimulus content, and detection statistics.

Clinical use of CAEPs seems likely to require greater

integration between the fitting software and CAEP mea-

surement equipment so as to be better able to interpret

the significance of any elicited response.

CAEP Responses From Adults Using Either

the HEARLab or the Proposed Stimuli

Recordings of evoked responses were performed on two
adults in response to free-field binaural presentation of
either the HEARLab /m/, /g/, and /t/ stimuli or the pro-
posed low, mid, and mid-high stimuli. Full details of the
presentation method are given in the Supplementary
Material.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the processed and
averaged recordings from 100 clean examples of each
stimulus. The top row shows the recordings for a
middle-aged male participant, and the bottom row
shows the corresponding recordings for the young
female participant. The left-hand panels show the
HEARLab recordings, the middle panels show the
recordings of the proposed stimuli each presented at
65 dB SPL, and the right-hand panels show the recordings
of the proposed stimuli at the correct relative levels
“Relative SPL”, as detailed in Table 1. Despite the mild
high-frequency loss in one ear of the male participant
(max 30 dB HL), the waveforms are “textbook” for all
stimuli from both sets, showing a distinct P1-N1-P2 com-
plex, with P2 timed around 200ms, and a high response
level. For the female participant, the waveforms are
smaller and noisier, but distinct. The low-frequency stim-
ulus in each set generally shows a longer latency than the
two higher frequency stimuli from each set.

All HEARLab-derived waveforms showed a signifi-
cant detection of a synchronized deviation from the
baseline response using the Hotelling T2 test, p< 1e-19
for the male participant, and p< 1e-6 for the female par-
ticipant. Despite the much lower presentation levels for
the mid and mid-high signal, clear responses have been
evoked in both participants (right-hand panels).
Similarly, all new-stimuli-derived waveforms show a sig-
nificant detection at p< 1e-8, except for the mid-high
stimulus in the young female, presented at speech-
relative level, where p¼ .0021. The “relative level” stim-
uli, despite their intended, low, presentation levels did
not fail to obtain a response.

The Effects of Hearing Aid Processing on

Short-Duration Stimuli

Hearing aid signal processing contains multiple stages of
nonlinear processing and therefore can affect the spec-
trotemporal pattern of the stimulus and the consequent
evoked response (Billings, Tremblay, Souza, & Binns,
2007). Apart from dynamic range compression, aids
may incorporate dynamic range expansion at low input
levels (Plyler, Trine, & Hill, 2009). Such expansion effec-
tively switches off the aid and removes low-level noise,
generated either internally or externally to the aid, which
may cause irritation to the wearer. Associated with such
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expansion, as with dynamic range compression, are

attack- and release-time constants. These effectively

determine the rate at which the aid switches on and

off. If the attack time is too long, it is therefore possible

for a brief low-level signal to have its temporal envelope

heavily distorted as the gain is increased at the onset of

the signal. Jenstad, Marynewich, and Stapells (2012)

reported on the effect of three unnamed hearing aids

(two digital and one analog) on the processing of

either short-duration (60ms) or long-duration (757ms)

1-kHz tone bursts, at three different input levels, 30, 50,

or 70 dB SPL. Both digital aids distorted the temporal

envelope of the 30 dB SPL stimuli, reducing their effec-

tive duration. For the longer duration stimuli at a pre-

sentation level of 30 dB SPL, there were also more subtle

effects at the onsets, differing between aids. If distortion

of the temporal envelope of short-duration stimuli is a

regular occurrence in hearing aids and the gain applied

by the hearing aid is wildly different from that intended

by the insertion gain prescription formula, then the use

of these types of stimuli to assess hearing aid perfor-

mance is questionable.
Easwar, Purcell, and Scollie (2012) compared the

insertion gains of ten hearing aids in response to each

of eight phonemes presented either in isolation or in

running speech. Their isolated phonemes were presented

in a way similar to their use in measures of CAEP, short

bursts with an interstimulus interval of 1,125ms. They

reported that the difference in aided level of phonemes in

isolation compared to the aided level in running speech

was typically in agreement for about 70% of the test

conditions, but exceeded 3 dB for the remaining test con-

ditions. Their worst case difference was around 8 dB.

The direction of any difference was generally lower for

the isolated phoneme, although there may have been an

overshoot at phoneme onset that briefly increased the

level relative to that found in running speech. Since pho-

nemes are wideband stimuli, then, after amplification,

their reported measures of overall level may miss subtle-

ties that occur in narrow frequency ranges of the stimuli.

Consideration of this effect is important, so we per-

formed a similar set of measures with our more

frequency-specific stimuli as well as in a wider range of

presentation contexts.
To measure the variation of gain applied by a hearing

aid in response to the presentation pattern of the pro-

posed stimuli, a test signal was crafted consisting of four

variations of sequences of the test stimuli used. Two of

these sequences were intended to imitate conditions in

which the stimuli were to be used, as well as two more

Figure 6. Comparison of EEG recordings taken from either a middle-age male (top row) or a young female (bottom row). The left-hand
panel shows responses to the HEARLab stimuli for a presentation level of 65 dB SPL. The middle panel shows responses to the three
lower frequency proposed stimuli, again for a presentation level of 65 dB SPL for each stimulus. The right-hand panel shows responses to
the three lower frequency proposed stimuli, but for the intended relative presentations levels, as detailed in Table 1, when referenced to
the ISTS at a level of 65 dB SPL. Further details are given in the Supplementary Material.
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theoretical conditions which were intended to probe

aspects of the hearing aid signal processing. The time

waveform of the test signal is shown in Figure 7. Each

variant is separated from its neighbor by a period of five

seconds of silence. The variants were as follows:

1. A CAEP-like condition consisting of 10 repetitions of

the test signal at a rate of 0.9Hz. This was the pre-

sentation rate used in a concurrent study on infant

aided CAEPs being performed by author AV.
2. The Visual Reinforcement Audiometry (VRA) condi-

tion consisting of an initial block of 12 test signals,

presented at a rate of 4Hz. This faster rate has been

used to attract infants’ attention for the purposes of

behavioural testing (Van Dun et al., 2012). Three

more blocks of 12 test signals at the VRA rate were

presented with a five second silence in between each

block. Each block was therefore three seconds long

representing a typical presentation length for a VRA

stimulus.
3. The continuous (CONT) condition consisting of 100

repetitions of the test signal with no gaps in between

individual stimuli. Never intended as a presentation

condition to real hearing aids, this condition was

intended to explore likely adaptive behavior in the

hearing aid signal processing in response to noise-

like stimuli.
4. The EMBED condition, comprised 60 s of the ISTS

stimulus with 22 examples of the test stimulus

embedded in natural gaps in the speech pattern (see

the expanded portion of Figure 7 for an example).

Test signals of identical format were generated sepa-

rately for the low, mid, and mid-high stimuli. The level

of the test bursts was set at the same relative level to the

mean of the ISTS signal, as detailed in Table 1. The

high-frequency stimuli was not tested since, at the time

of testing, hearing aids capable of delivering bandwidths

with high power were not generally available in the clin-

ical population.
The same infant-oriented research project mentioned

in (1) earlier provided four examples of clinically fitted

behind-the-ear hearing aids programmed to alleviate a

range of hearing losses in infants with ages less than 12

months. These aids were a Phonak Sky Q70SP, an

Oticon Sensei Pro, a Phonak Nios, and an Oticon

Mini synergy. A brief description of the essential fea-

tures of each aid is given in separate rows of Table 2.
The experimental method is detailed in the

Supplementary Material. Basically, the response of

each hearing aid to the stimuli presented in the free-

field at 50, 65, and 80 dB SPL was recorded in the cou-

pler of a manikin. Occluded delivery was used to reduce

the effect of the external sound field adding to the

hearing-aid processed sound. In addition to the

hearing-aid recordings, an open-ear recording was also

made in order to provide a reference for the calculation

of insertion gains.

Figure 7. Structure of the test signal to assess hearing aid insertion gain responses to probe stimuli in four different contexts: (a) CAEP
condition: one pulse per 1.1 s, as used in infant CAEP testing. (b) VRA condition: a block of 12 bursts of four pulses per second over 3 s,
with a block being repeated 4 times, separate by gaps of 5 s. (c) CONT condition: concatenation of 100 pulses into a continuous burst. (d)
Embedded condition: 22 separate pulses were inserted into temporal gaps of the ISTS signal, as exampled in the expanded portion of the
waveform (inserted at left bottom).
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Measurements

The recordings were analyzed using MATLABTM to

measure the RMS amplitude of the stimuli within each
of the presentation conditions, across the middle 50ms

of each stimulus (i.e., avoiding onset and offset ramps).
We did not observe any major alteration of temporal

envelope duration as reported by Jenstad et al. (2012).

Differences in the gain settings of the measurement pre-
amp were accounted for in making the calculations. To

reduce the effect of the recording noise on the measures,
each recording was band-pass filtered with a linear phase

filter with a gain of 0 dB across the central portion,

centered on each stimulus and extending to half octave
above and below the edges of the stimulus.

Figure 8 shows the range of insertion gains for each
pulse in each stimulus condition for the 65 dB SPL input

level, referenced to the mean insertion gain achieved

during the EMBED condition for the same stimulus
type. The results for the 50 and 80 dB SPL input levels

are reported and discussed in the Supplementary
Material. The measured gains are shown on separate

panels for each hearing aid and with separate symbols

for each stimulus type as a function of the four variants
of test signal condition, CAEP, VRA, CONT, and

EMBED. Means are shown as black lines, but, for rea-
sons of clarity, only for conditions where the scatter for

individual pulses exceeds 1 dB.
For the Sensei Pro and the Mini synergy, there was

very little variation in gain with change in the presenta-

tion loci of the test stimulus, for any of the stimulus

types. For the other two aids, it was interesting to see
that the gain for each stimulus type varied throughout

the course of the continuous ISTS, presumably depend-
ing on the context of the speech local to the embedded

pulse. One benchmark for assessing appropriate use of

the stimuli for CAEPs and VRA would be that the var-
iation seen in these two conditions was similar to, or less

than that seen in running speech. This was true for all of
the aids except the Nios when processing the mid-

frequency stimulus in the VRA condition; we return to

Table 2. Summary Details for Hearing Aids Used to Assess Insertion Gain Responses to Probe Stimuli in the Four Different Contexts
(CAEP, VRA, CONT, and EMBED).

Model

No.

channels

Attack

time (ms)

Recovery

time (ms)

Aid fitting

range

Degree of

loss fitted to

Features active in

specific fitting

Phonak Nios S H20 V 16 10 50 Mild-to-severe Mild-moderate Soundflow

Phonak Sky Q70-SP 16 1 50 Mild-to-profound Moderate Soundflow, frequency

compression

Oticon Sensei Pro BTE

(90)

16 Depends on

fitting

Depends on

fitting

Mild-to-severe Moderate General pediatric

program

Oticon Spirit Synergy

MiniBTE (85)

16 Depends on

fitting

Depends on

fitting

Mild-to-severe Mild General padiatric

program

Note. The sixth column indicates the degree of loss being compensated for by the specific aid used in the measurements.

Figure 8. The insertion gains for each stimulus (separate sym-
bols) and their mean (horizontal line) for each test condition and
each hearing aid, referenced to the same stimulus in the EMBED
condition with a speech presentation level of 65 dB SPL. The
legend relates the symbol to its stimulus type. See text for further
details.
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this shortly. Overall, the results showed smaller differ-

ences than reported by Easwar et al. (2012), and, for

CAEP and VRA conditions, much closer to, and

within the 3 dB range of “acceptable” difference assumed

by Easwar et al. Without further recordings, we cannot

be sure whether the discrepancy between their and our

work is due to the increased frequency specificity of our

stimuli or the lower number of hearing aids that we

tested.
The Nios response to the VRA condition using the

mid-frequency signal, where the mean gain difference

was around 3 dB, but with a very wide range of individ-

ual levels, was examined further. This condition com-

prised four blocks of 12 stimuli, separated by 5 s. In

Figure 9, the gain of each stimulus in a block was replot-

ted, but separated by block number. The variation

observed in the Nios was that of the gain successively

decreasing during the course of each block (not shown),

but also decreasing with increasing block number, indi-

cating some form of adaptation. The difference between

successive block means was 1.5, 2.3, and 0.5 dB. The

differences between block means were all significant for

comparisons between all blocks, except between Blocks

3 and 4 (t> 3.9, df¼ 22, p< .01, corrected for multiple

comparisons). We are not privy to the time constants

associated with this adaptation, but since pediatric

VRA routinely involves waiting longer than 5 s to

check for response, we suspect that this may be less of

a problem. The mean gain in the initial block was only

1 dB lower than the average in the embedded condition.

For the behavior shown, given the likely practical accu-

racy of the sound field in a clinical setting being within

� 3 dB, it was only by the third block that the stimulus

would have been out of calibration. We have not yet

investigated this further and is likely to vary both
across and within different brands of aids, so this behav-
ior remains as a caveat to the use of the stimuli in a VRA
assessment. We suspect that longer interblock pauses, as
are common in clinical VRA, would excite this behavior
less, but such an investigation is beyond the scope of this
article.

Adaptive gain behavior was also seen in the CONT
version of the stimulus presentation, especially for the
mid-frequency stimulus in both the Nios and Sky Q70
SP. This behavior was not unexpected since noise reduc-
tion had not been deactivated and the lack of speech
modulation rates within the stimuli could be expected
to excite the noise reduction feature.

Longer duration versions of the stimuli may be useful
in the exploration of the ASSR (Picton, 2011), where the
application of low-rate speech modulations (<32Hz,
Xu, Thompson, & Pfingst, 2005) while preserving the
spectral constraint of the stimuli, should provide resil-
ience against the adaptive behavior of noise-reduction
processing found in digital hearing aids.

A similar pattern of results was observed for the same
stimuli when presented at 50 and 80 dB SPL. The inser-
tion gains as a function of input level for all four devices
and three test stimuli are given in the Supplementary
Material. Subtle variations from the results at 65 dB
SPL are discussed in the same.

Overall, for both the CAEP and VRA conditions,
apart from the long-term adaptive behavior of the
Nios aid, there appear to be no major concerns as to
the use of these stimuli in the CAEP and VRA
conditions.

Conclusions

A new set of four short-duration stimuli is proposed for
the measurement of CAEP responses. Primarily designed
for use in free-field presentation for validation of hearing
aid fittings, the purpose of each stimulus is to produce a
cochlear response that is relatively uniform across an
integration bandwidth exceeding that found in impaired
ears. The cochlear response for each stimulus is intended
to be localized in both time and frequency so as to give
greater precision as to the what and the when of the
stimulus produced any measured CAEP responses.

The use of real-speech tokens for such a measurement
purpose appears to contain potential confounds with
defining the spectrotemporal locus of peak energy, the
stimulus duration, the reference level for presentation, as
well as the variability with change in physical acoustics
such as the change in meatal length with age. Such con-
founds can be mitigated by judicious filtering, but the
stimuli then lose their “speech” attributes.

By specifying the presentation level of each stimulus
relative to the level of the ISTS, which is commonly used

Figure 9. The relative insertion gain of the Nios aid to the mid-
frequency stimulus in the VRA condition, separated by block
number (time). The gain for individual stimuli is shown by crosses.
Mean gain of each block is shown by a thick horizontal line. A
progressive decrease in gain is seen with increasing block number,
indicating some form of adaptation.
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to verify hearing aid insertion gains, CAEP results are

more transferable to assessment of audibility in the

human ear. For clinical testing, an increase in presenta-

tion level over the theoretical level appears necessary in

order to provide a minimum level of detectability of the

CAEP within the waveforms.
Assessment through a sample of four modern digital

hearing aids used in infant clinical fittings show that the

signals survived processing with a level that was fairly

independent of context of delivery conditions, except for

adaptive gain applied to a multisecond duration contin-

uous signal, for which the signals were not intended.
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